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It is well known that the quantum statistical diagram expansions, as 
given for instance by Montroll and Wardl), by Lee and Yang 2) and by 

Bloch and de. Dominicis a), bear a close resemblance to khe classical 
Mayer cluster expansion 4). An important difference is that in the quantum 
expansions the positions and also the temperatures of the various interactions 
differ, whereas in the classical expansion they are the same. In this note we 

want to demonstrate explicitly the way in which the quantum statistical 
diagram expansion, as given by Lee and Yang, in the classical limit 
(h -+ 0) tends to the Mayer diagram expansion. 

The free particle propagator as defined by Lee and Yang is given by 

g(r’/?‘; q?) 1 we- (B’+)Ho I’>= ( zZiP,mB)r2)i exp [ - 21&I;)] for /3’>/? 

0 for /3’< /? 

In the classical limit, when the thermal wave-length 

one obtains 

g(r’B’; r, /4) -+ 6(r - r’) /I’ > 

i.e. the 
&functions. 
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to the Slater sum Ws. It is given by 

_/&UI~Uz duldusf drl’dr~‘drl~dr2ng(rl~; rr’~r)g(rsB; rs’ur)V(rrs’) x 

X g(rl’til; rlnu2)g(r2’w; r2’%2) V(r12v)g(rlNu2; rlO)g(r2”262; r20) 

and for A + 0 its value tends to &8sA-6Vr2s. 

For the contribution of a ladder with fi interactions (cf. fig. lb) one finds 
similarly in the limit 

(- 1P 
---- pA-v12~. 

From this one concludes that the contribution of a diagram with N lines 
and 9 interactions of which rntij between the pair (i, j) (cf. fig. lc) tends in 
the limit to 

while the number !of diagrams with the same contribution equals 
p!(IJiCj mgf!)-l. On summing first the contributions of all diagrams with N 
lines and 9 interactions and then the contributions of all N-particle diagrams 
one obtains for the classical limit of the N-particle Slater sum 

W&l...N, l...N) = & Y,*(I...N) e-@P,(l...N) 

the value 

where 2 indicates the sum over all distributions {mu} such that &+ mig=p. 
Hence the limit of the canonical partition function becomes 

lim,, Za = lim,,, & j-drr...drNWN(l . ..N. l...N) 

= -$ A-aNf drl...drN e-fir = ZC 

where Zq and .ZC denote the quantum and classical partition functions 
respectively, as was to be expected 5). 

From the foregoing it will be clear that a whole class of Lee-Yang- 
diagrams can be associated to one particular Mayer diagram, as is illustrated 
by way of example in the figs. 2a and 2b. 

The classical limit of the contributions from all the Lee-Yang diagrams 
indicated in fig. 2a becomes, as we have shown 

--g-a= (- 1P p 
P 1 p! p Vlz’A-9 = (e-pvlz _ l)A-9 = f12A_9 
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i.e., apart from the factor 11-9, the contribution of the Mayer diagram shown 

in fig. 2b. 

b ti 
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Fig. 2a Fig. 2h 

In a similar way one easily verifies that the connected Lee-Yang diagrams 

correspond to the connected Mayer diagrams. Two examples of this corre- 
spondence are schematically indicated in fig. 3. As the well known cluster- 

integral bl both in quantum and classical statistics is given by integration of 

pj+ fl+h+----- A 
p-j+fi+&+__---_ i 
12 3 12 3 12 3 I 3 

Fig. 3 

the contributions of all connected diagrams of I particles (in quantum 
statistics a factor ,431 must be included in the definition of bl), it will be 
evident that 

lim,+, blq = bf. 

I would like to thank Prof. B. R. A. Nijboer for suggestions and 
advise concerning this note. 
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